Solvent-free nanofluid with three structure models based on the composition of MWCNTs/SiO2 core and its adsorption capacity of CO2.
A series of core/shell nanoparticle organic/inorganic hybrid materials (NOHMs) with different weight ratios of two components, consisting of multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs) and silicon dioxide (SiO2) as the core had been synthesized. The NOHMs displays a liquid-like state in the absence of solvent at room temperature. Five NOHMs were categorized into three kinds of structure states based on different weight ratio of two components in core, named power strip model, critical model and collapse model. The capture capacities of these NOHMs for CO2 were investigated at 298 K and CO2 pressures ranging from 0 to 5 MPa. Compared with NOHM having neat MWCNTs core, it had been revealed that NOHMs with power strip model show better adsorption capacity toward CO2, due to its lower viscosity and more reactive groups that can react with CO2. In addition, the capture capacities of NOHMs with critical model were relatively worse than neat MWCNTs-based NOHM. The result is attributed to the aggregation of SiO2 in these samples, which may cause the consumption and hindrance of reactive groups. However, the capture capacity of NOHM with collapse model was the worst in all NOHMs, owing to its lowest content of reactive groups and hollow structure in MWCNTs. Besides, it presented non-interference of MWCNTs and SiO2 without aggregation state.